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Abstract 
Electronic Transport Across Perovskite-Based Heterojunctions 
James F. Devine 
 
 
 
The ever-growing processing power of electronic devices is limited by the speed 
of miniaturization, increasing in leaps and bounds as technology allows.  Researchers 
have been investigating novel electronic materials that offer multiple switching properties 
that may enable additional processing paths.  One such material group with the potential 
to achieve this goal is perovskite oxides.  However, limited understanding of electronic 
transport across perovskite junctions remain an obstacle to device integration. 
In this thesis, the electronic behavior of metal/oxide and oxide/oxide 
heterojunctions was systematically studied as a function of oxide composition and 
temperature. The behavior of Ag/L1-xSxFO (x = 0.75, 0.45, 0.20) junctions were explored, 
and determined to have rectifying properties rather than a simple Ohmic character.  This 
thesis revealed evidence of a difference in specific contact resistivity for the Ag / L1-
xSxFO heterojunction based on bias and composition (x).  Different resistances were 
measured under positive and negative bias when contact area varied and direction of 
current flow switched. 
When L1-xSxFO was epitaxially grown on niobium-doped SrTiO3 substrates, a p-n 
junction was created.  These devices consisted of silver paint contacts on either side of an 
STNO / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.75, 0.50, 0.25) wafer.  In the full devices, slight directional 
preference was observed in all samples.  The x = 0.50 device showed better conduction 
than either of the other two samples. When the contact resistances were extrapolated and 
removed from the total resistance of each device, behavior of the p-n heterojunction was 
xii 
 
isolated, allowing for the conduction to be analyzed within the context of existing 
heterojunction transport models.  This thesis concluded that rectifying behavior was 
present at both heterojunctions, metal / oxide and oxide / oxide, providing direction for 
future studies of these devices.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
In 2000, the Nobel Prize in Physics was jointly awarded to Jack Kilby, for the 
invention and development of integrated circuits, and Herbert Kroemer for developing 
semiconductor heterostructures.  To open his acceptance speech, Kroemer noted: 
 
“Heterostructures, as I use the word here, may be defined as heterogeneous 
semiconductor structures built from two or more different semiconductors, in 
such a way that the transition region of interface between the different 
materials plays an essential role in any device action.  Often, it may be said 
that the interface is the device.” [1] 
 
In simple terms, the most important electronic behaviors in a device take place at the 
junctions between materials.  Heterostructures consisting of elements from groups III and 
V (known as III-V semiconductors) are integral to computing, with the resistive behavior 
used to create transistors arising from interfacial effects. 
Consistent technological progress is currently highly dependent upon reducing 
device sizes to increasingly small scales.  This reduction in size subsequently enables a 
greater number of transistors, and therefore processing power, to fit onto a smaller chip.  
The rather constant rate of improvement in miniaturization of transistors was 
appropriately projected and described by Gordon E. Moore, co-founder of Fairchild 
Semiconductor.  “Moore’s Law,” as it has come to be known, is derived from Moore’s 
1965 observation that the number of transistors would double approximately every two 
years [2].  Despite this very early prediction, Moore’s Law holds true to this day.   As a 
result, there is a need to discern effects resulting from geometric and interfacial factors. 
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Contemporary semiconductor materials research is driven to accelerate the progress of 
technology past the confines of Moore’s Law.  A number of initiatives have been 
introduced by government and industry leaders in order to define a common path towards 
this goal.  Most succinctly, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 
(ITRS) assembled by the Semiconductor Industry Association annually updates a white 
paper entitled “More-than-Moore” (MtM) [3].  The common concept among all of the 
sections of the MtM white paper is summarized in Figure 1.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Introducing additional functionality to each transistor on a microchip is intended to 
improve computing power (represented by the diversification types on the horizontal axis) despite 
the traditional growth limits observed by Moore’s Law. [3] 
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Enabling the existing transistors on a microchip to be influenced, however minutely, by 
additional physical phenomena opens potential pathways for programmers to further 
exploit existing transistors.  Moore’s Law may then be circumvented, instead of defeated.  
This conceptual improvement has been labeled heterogeneous integration. 
Despite the relatively recent nature of the MtM initiative, researchers have long 
been aware of material systems that can respond to external stimuli with a change in 
electronic properties.  As explored by Mott in 1968, Metal-Insulator Transitions (MIT) 
describe an abrupt change in resistance and electronic structure observed in materials 
typically as a function of temperature or pressure [4].  While theoretically present in pure 
crystals, a continuous range of conductivities is more easily observed in extrinsically 
doped samples.  Mott transitions theoretically offer control over the properties of a 
material to be changed on demand, as opposed to being confined to the engineered 
parameters set when a device is created.  This variable behavior is an attractive trait in 
terms of increased functionality. 
The best example of MIT behavior is found in lower oxides of vanadium.  Morin 
showed dramatic changes in conductivity were possible as a function of temperature, 
with oxides of vanadium and titanium switching to highly conductive regimes at 
approximately the same temperature as each material’s respective Néel temperature (from 
specific heat capacity) [5] at which the thermal energy is high enough to cause an 
antiferromagnetic material to become paramagnetic.  In the case of VO2 (and shown in 
Figure 2,) this is a particularly useful finding because the transition creates a difference in 
conductivity of four orders of magnitude within the range from 341 to 344 K, which is 
closer to room temperature than many other thermally triggered Mott transitions [6].  
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Morin’s findings initiated a long running investigation into MIT behavior in condensed 
matter material science, which continues today.  Currently, transitions are being studied 
that can be triggered by a range of phenomena, including thermal, electrical, optical, 
stress, or magnetic inputs [6].   
 
 
 
Figure 2:  MIT in vanadium dioxide (VO2) as a result of temperature change. [6] 
 
 
 
 
The study of thin film oxides for MIT transitions has further broadened the field 
of research by allowing studies that vary deposition method, utilize strain from epitaxial 
growth, and experiment with ultra-thin geometries of resulting devices.  Using molecular 
beam epitaxy (MBE), materials with a targeted stoichiometric balance can be created in 
thin film form and verified by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS.)  Although 
many types of controlled studies made possible using MBE, the effects of A-site cationic 
substitution in perovskite oxides is of particular interest.  
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Figure 3: Perovskite structure shown in two views.  Diagram (a) shows BO6 octahedra centered 
on A-ions, while (b) shows the unit cell centered on the B ion. [7] 
 
 
 
Perovskite is a naturally forming mineral originally found in the Ural Mountains 
of Russia in 1839 [8].  Until the Cold War-era, the name “perovskite” referred to 
minerals matching that original sample, which was calcium titanate (CaTiO3) [9]. In 
contemporary materials science, the name is used now to refer to the crystal structure of 
that original sample.  The chemical formula of perovskite materials is ABX3, where X is 
generally oxygen (Figure 3).  The face centers have oxygen atoms and metal cations 
reside at the body center and corner positions.  
Originally discovered by Gustav Rose, the structure was named after a Russian 
nobleman and mineralogist named Lev Perovski [10].  The crystal structure was later 
described by V.M. Goldschmidt in 1926 [11], and diffraction data was created in 1945 by 
crystallographer Helen Megaw [12].  Research has shown that perovskite structured 
MgSiO3 is the most abundant mineral on earth, though it occurs primarily in inner layers 
of the Earth’s lower mantel [13].  Its structure gives it properties that allow for high heat 
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and pressure resistance.  It is also known to be one of the most profoundly customizable 
structures in material science.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: The perovskite crystal structure enables tunable ranges of many effects based on A-site 
substitution.  Potential B-site metals are listed in red, while examples of paired A-site metals are 
shown in green [10]. 
 
 
 
Perovskite oxides have been shown to allow for a great deal of switching and 
sensing applications due to the range of physical phenomena in thin film oxides [10].  As 
shown in Figure 4, the particular phenomena exhibited by the material is generally 
governed by the metal atom occupying the B-site, while a mixture of metals on the A-site 
allows for finer control over the operational range of the phenomena.  This control over 
functionality is a main factor leading to the broad potential for perovskite materials in 
MtM heterogeneous integration. However, before perovskites can be integrated in 
transistors and electronic devices, a fundamental understanding of electronic transport 
across heterointerfaces is needed, in particular both metal/perovskite and 
perovskite/perovskite junctions.  
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1-1. Outline 
This thesis explores the phenomena of contact resistance, conductivity, and 
electronic transport across interfaces in perovskite materials and heterojunctions.   The 
particular systems studied are single crystal thin films of La1-xSrxFeO3 (LSFO) where x = 
0.25, 0.5, 0.75. The films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on SrTiO3 
(STO) and 0.7 wt% Nb-doped STO (STNO) single crystal <100> substrates.   
The structural and electronic mechanisms that contribute to metal-insulator 
transitions in A-site substitution of LSFO are discussed, including crystal field splitting, 
ligand theory, and lattice distortion due to changes in ionic radius.  The effect of oxygen 
vacancy concentration on the conductivity of p-type and n-type materials is also 
explained.  These concepts are integral to understanding conductivity in transition-metal 
oxides, the nature of which is insufficiently explained by the traditional understanding of 
metallic conduction or extrinsic semiconductor physics.   
Design of experiment, methodology and derivation of contact resistance 
measurements are discussed at length. In particular, the strengths, concerns, and 
applications of Ladder method and Variable Gap methods are discussed in relation to 
contact resistance characterization in thin films.  The mathematical derivation of contact 
resistance is shown, and as a result the choice of physical measurements required for the 
study is delineated.   
Finally, the results of the contact resistance studies are shown and discussed.  The 
contact resistivity increases proportionally to the resistance of the LSFO as either 
temperature or percent strontium is decreased.  However, the STNO / LSFO p-n junctions 
studied show a more effective rectifying behavior as percent La increases.     
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Chapter 2: Background 
2-1. Crystal Field Splitting in Perovskite Oxides 
A key structural feature of the perovskite structure is the BO6 octahedral network.  
The octahedra formed around the center B-site metal ion in perovskites promote splitting 
of d orbitals into separate bands.  The separation of degenerate energy states is a function 
of ligand-field theory, in which ligands are negative ions or ions with unshared electron 
pairs that create a field around a central ion.  Applied to perovskites, this implies that the 
oxygen at the corners of the octahedra reorient electronically so that dipoles are created, 
surrounding the B-site metal ion with negative charges [14].     
The splitting of degenerate orbitals into separate levels was introduced, but not fully 
explained in crystal field theory (CFT).  The original explanation for the effect is what 
led to the phenomenon’s more widespread title, crystal field splitting.  As described by 
Van Vleck, anisotropic crystal fields are created when there is incomplete central 
symmetry [15], which contributes orbital angular momentum.  The angular momentum 
provides electrons with a particular directionality, making unfilled orbitals preferable to 
states already filled with a parallel spinning electron. This explained why completed 
shells do not contribute to the effect, but partially filled d-shells can be split. Van Vleck’s 
models were suitable for describing the magnetic effects arising from this phenomena in 
rhombohedral crystals, but much less accurate in cubic structures.  However, Van 
Vleck’s subsequent work did increase agreement with rare earth elements.   
Ligand-field theory implies that when the octahedra are formed in a perovskite, the 
electrons donated to the oxygen are in closer proximity with the orbitals 𝑑𝑧2−𝑟2 
and 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2, which increases the energy of electronic states derived from these orbitals.  
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Hybridization of orbitals occurs as a result of this alignment, creating energy bands.  The 
transition metal (TM) 3d levels hybridize with the 2p shell electrons from the oxygen 
atoms at the corners of the octahedra [16].  As shown in Figure 5, these orbitals align 
with the bond angles, allowing the donated electrons to be shared in a lower energy state.  
The partially filled lower energy orbitals are designated t2g and the higher energy orbitals 
is called eg, and each may be “low spin” or “high spin”.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Cross-sections of the five d-orbitals.  The orientation of the 𝑑𝑧2−𝑟2 and 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2  orbitals 
align directly with the oxygen 2p orbitals, while the other three do not.  As a result, the energy of 
these two orbitals is increased. [14] 
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Although the resulting models from both CFT and ligand-field theory may appear to 
contradict the Aufbau principle, which states that electrons will fill the lowest energy 
states surrounding an ion, this is not the case.  The bond structure of the octahedra has 
instead created lower energy states for electrons to occupy, preserving the Aufbau 
principle.  As a result, an electron from the 2p orbital on an oxygen ligand will transfer to 
the 3d valence of the metal ion.   
2-2. Hubbard Bands 
Conceptualizing the existence of separated energy states is an important facet of 
condensed matter physics, and the Mott-Hubbard model is the most widely accepted 
explanation of the phenomena in materials with strong electron-electron interactions.  
Several models were relevant in historical context, but discovery of unique electronic 
effects in new materials challenged researchers to develop better models.  In 1931, 
Wilson’s rule, which would later be instrumental in Bloch-Wilson Theory of 
semiconductors, stated that a material with a partially filled band could function with 
metallic conductivity, but any other circumstance would instead create an insulator [17].  
However, this explanation does not fit several classes of modern materials, including 
transition metal (TM) oxides.  The Mott-Hubbard Insulator Model developed the general 
premise of Bloch-Wilson, but included the effect of electron-electron repulsions in a way 
that is often necessary to describe TM oxides.  Classic models of electron activity in a 
material assume that electrons do not meaningfully interact with each other.  More 
complex mathematical models account for these interactions, and the Mott-Hubbard 
model states that there are times when the d-d coulombic repulsion between valence 
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electrons can split the energy band, thereby producing a higher energy state than if the 
electrons were non-interacting (Figure 6). 
 
  
 
Figure 6: Electronic diagram showing the difference between traditional model of d-orbital filling 
and Hubbard bands, or crystal field splitting.  DOS refers to Density of States, U is the Hubbard 
Parameter.  [18] 
 
 
 
This leads to a splitting of the d-band, with lower energy states (lower Hubbard band, or 
LH) separated from higher energy states (upper Hubbard band, or UH) by the Hubbard 
parameter (U).  In an oxide, the energy to move an electron from an oxygen ligand to an 
unoccupied d-band (charge transfer energy, Δ) can be lower than the Hubbard parameter, 
meaning that U is energetically less than Δ [18].   
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2-3. Electronic Structure of L1-xSxFO 
The ultimate effect of the energy bands created by the hybridization between 2p 
and 3d orbitals is the creation of holes on the ligand valence site from which an electron 
has transferred to the metal ion.    In SrFeO3 (SFO), this hybridization provides the 
material with metallic conduction [16].  Photoemission Spectroscopy (PES) studies have 
shown that this hybridization creates a solid band is formed at the Fermi level [19].  
Figure 7 shows hybridization increasing with x during a study by Wadati et al.  LaFeO3 
(LFO) on the other hand is a wide band-gap semiconductor in which the crystal field 
splitting energy increases as the lattice contracts.  SFO is a cubic material, while LFO is 
orthorhombic.  In the case of LFO, the B-site is small relative to the A-site leading to 
tilted octahedra.   Pressure on the octahedron due to the substitution of Sr for La increases 
the Fe-O-Fe bond angle [20].   A-site substituted mixtures such as La/SrFeO3 (L1-xSxFO, 
x > 0.50) become semiconductors below room temperature as charges around LFO begin 
to order.  When x < 0.50, L1-xSxFO is a semiconductor at all temperatures.   
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Figure 7: X-ray photoemission and absorption spectra for L1-xSxFO showing the evolution of the 
energy level (F) as x increases.  The formation of this peak culminates in an energy level that 
crosses the Fermi level, and provides the metallic conduction of SFO [21]. 
 
 
 
2-4. Chemical Expansion in Perovskites as a Function of Substitution 
The physical properties of perovskites can be engineered by changing the 
composition of any of the three sites in the ABX3 formula, though only oxygen vacancy 
concentration (hence ABO3) will be discussed herein.  Changes to the composition of a 
perovskite affect the lattice spacing at the defect site and throughout the bulk material.  
This expansion or contraction is of interest because it greatly affects the electronic 
properties of perovskites.  Density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations have been used to show that the overall result of the substitution is 
coupled with several other effects, with the final changes to the system being a 
combination of the increase in ion radius, contraction of lattice around oxygen vacancies, 
tilting of neighboring octahedra, and proximity of dopants to vacancies [22] [23].  
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The chemical expansion coefficient is the measure of a material’s change in 
lattice parameter based on expansion due to changes in phase or stoichiometry (the latter 
denoted as αs).  Stoichiometric expansion coefficients have been the subject of previous 
research both by experimental [24] and computational methods [22], and vary between 
crystal arrangement and substitution site.  For perovskite oxides, the stoichiometric 
expansion coefficient is more sensitive to B-site substitution, with smaller effects from 
A-site substitution and anion vacancies [22].  Marrocchelli, et al. mathematically created 
a model to describe the combined effect, 
𝑎 = 0.816
√2 (𝑟𝐴 + 𝑟𝑋) + 1.437(𝑟𝐵 + 𝑟𝑋) − 0.609   ,                             (1) 
where 𝑎 is the lattice parameter, and the average A-site, B-site, and anionic radii are 
represented by rA, rB, and rX respectively.  The coefficients of the equation are the result 
of fitting to previous data using a simultaneous multivariable fit of 77 data sets.  The 
resulting empirical parameters allow equation (1) to predict experimental lattice 
parameter with an average error of 0.83%.  The lattice parameter from equation (1) can 
then be used in the equation 
𝜀 = 𝑎 − 𝑎0
𝑎0
= 𝛼𝑆(∆𝛿) = 𝛼𝑆 𝑋2   ,                                                    (2) 
where ε represents the percent expansion (positive or negative) after substitution, 𝑎 and 
𝑎0 are the lattice parameters before and after doping, Δδ is the concentration of oxygen 
vacancies, and x is the doping parameter from the formula (i.e. - L1-xSxFO.)  The result is 
a linear relationship between percent expansion and doping, with a slope of  𝛼𝑆
2
.   
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Table 1: Shannon radii for relevant ions, showing increase for Sr2+ vs. La3+ and Fe3+ vs. Fe4+ [22] 
Ion Charge Coordination Number Radius (Å) 
Sr 2+ XII 1.44 
La 3+ XII 1.36 
Fe 4+ VI 0.585 
Fe 3+ VI 0.645 
O 2- VI 1.40 
  
 
 
In L1-xSxFO, La+3 is being replaced by Sr+2 as x increases, which results in the 
lattice parameter decreasing.  The relevant ionic data are provided in Table 1, showing 
the size difference between Sr2+ and La3+, as well as the corresponding changes to Fe ions 
based on charge compensation.  As shown in Figure 8, the lattice expansion for various 
stoichiometric mixtures of L1-xSxFO has been characterized by others, including prior 
work at Drexel University.  A near linear correlation can be seen, with pure LFO having 
the largest c-axis lattice parameter and pure SFO having the smallest.  Xie, et al. indicate 
that the STO substrate used for LSFO samples shares the same lattice parameter as x=0.3, 
meaning that lower percentages of Sr are under compressive strain, while higher 
percentages are under tensile strain.  Pure LFO is under a 0.7% compressive strain, while 
pure SFO is under a 1.4% tensile strain [25]. 
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Figure 8: Relation of L1-xSxFO c-axis parameter as a function of percent strontium (x).  The trend 
clearly shows a decrease in lattice spacing as strontium is added. [26]  
 
 
 
2-5. Effect of Oxygen Vacancies on Conductivity 
Oxides are prone to point defects, particularly creation and movement of oxygen 
vacancies.  Oxygen vacancies are a common feature in oxides and are created or filled as 
a function of oxygen partial pressure [27]. Conductivity of the oxide depends heavily 
upon the concentration of defects for the same reasons that concentration of extrinsic 
doping affects semiconductor properties.  The creation of a vacancy liberates an oxygen 
atom as a neutral gas, and the potential imbalance of charge must be countered either by 
the presence of trapped charge carriers or by a change in valence energy by the remaining 
transition metals.  In low oxygen partial pressure environments, the oxygen vacancy 
retains two excess electrons, as shown by the reaction 
𝑂 𝑂𝑋 → 12𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝑉𝑂•• + 2𝑒′  .                                                     (2) 
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While the process in equation (9) is also reversible when subjected to high oxygen partial 
pressures, the opposite reaction may also occur, filling oxygen vacancies and reducing 
free electrons in the material.  While filling oxygen vacancies may be detrimental to n-
type materials, the conductivity of p-type materials is improved as concentration of 
majority carriers is increased.  L1-xSxFO, being a p-type material, shows a marked 
decrease in resistivity after post-deposition annealing to mitigate oxygen vacancies.  
MBE and PLD processes occur in reduced pressure to prevent contamination or 
scattering by ambient particles, which can result in a reduction of oxygen in the films as 
grown.  In LSFO, heating the film in elevated oxygen partial pressure fills oxygen 
vacancies and improves conductivity by orders of magnitude [28].  This follows the 
model shown in Brouwer diagrams for creation of vacancy defects in oxides.  Figure 9 
shows the equilibrium conditions and theoretical changes in vacancies and majority 
carriers in an A-site doped perovskite as a function of O2 pressure. 
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Figure 9: Brower Diagram for A-site doped (La/Sr) perovskite showing the decrease in holes by 
O2 pressure regime. [29] 
 
 
 
Region III of Figure 9 also highlights another important influence on L1-xSxFO 
conductivity.  When ionic compensation (instead of electronic) is the dominant factor in 
determining majority carriers, the concentration is directly influenced by the substitution 
of strontium on lanthanum sites due to the net change in ionic charge.  This change in 
charge is a function of the relationship [𝑆𝑟𝐿𝑎′ ] = 2[𝑉𝑂••] ,                                                         (3) 
which states that the concentration of oxygen vacancies grows proportionally with 
increasing Sr concentration due to the energetic favorability of Fe3+ over the nominal Fe4+ 
[22] [29].  The formation of oxygen vacancies acts as a charge compensation mechanism, 
which then lowers the number of holes present in the material.   
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Chapter 3: Experimental Methods and Equipment Used 
3-1. Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) 
The samples used in this series of experiments were generated by molecular beam 
epitaxy (MBE).  The apparatus used was an Omicron NanotechnologyGmbH Lab-10 
system.  La, Sr, and Fe elemental sources were heated in a reduced pressure environment 
(approximately 8 x 10-6 Torr) with an oxygen and ozone mixture flowing in the chamber.  
The substrates used for deposition were mounted to a stage using silver paint, and heated 
to 575 - 600 °C.  Approximately 100 unit cells were deposited on the substrates.  The L1-
xSxFO samples created by this process are oxygen deficient, requiring post-deposition 
annealing to fill vacancies.  The full list of samples used in this study and the person 
responsible for their synthesis is shown in Table 2. 
 
 
 
Table 2:  List of composition, use, and contributor for each La1-xSrxFeO3 sample used for 
experimentation.  Prefix of each film denotes film grower: MS = Mark Scafetta, AK = Alexander 
Krick, AC = Amber Choquette, JD = Jacob Donius 
Heterojunction Sample Identification number X Substrate 
L1-xSxFO / Ag JD12 0.75 STO 
L1-xSxFO / Ag MS111 0.45 STO 
L1-xSxFO / Ag MS48 0.20 STO 
STNO / Ag (Bare Substrate) 0 STO:Nb 
STNO / L1-xSxFO AK91a 0.75 STO:Nb 
STNO / L1-xSxFO AC44 0.50 STO:Nb 
STNO / L1-xSxFO MS107 0.25 STO:Nb 
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3-2. Epitaxial Film Growth and Thin Film Oxides 
 MBE and similar deposition methods (i.e. - chemical vapor deposition, pulsed 
laser deposition) are part of a growing movement in surface enhancement of materials.  
These methods offer fine control over the structure and properties of materials, and were 
initially developed to refine manufacturing processes for semiconductor applications.  
Functionalized surfaces make use of available space to protect materials or to add new 
properties.  Metals and polymers are typically used for protection or to enhance 
conductivity, but natural ambient conditions promote the growth of a thin oxide film.  
This makes the study of ceramic oxides particularly interesting, as an engineered film can 
protect existing material systems while adding a new level of functionality.   
 MBE allows for additional layers of material to be stoichiometrically added to a 
surface under a high vacuum, controlling contamination and defects.  Important material 
layers can be deposited and buried under protective caps before oxidation or thermal 
desorption can alter them.  Conditions can be controlled in a way that allows for single 
crystal materials to be grown by way of epitaxy, even if the bulk material rarely or never 
exhibits such behavior [30].    
Epitaxial growth allows for a thin film to be deposited on a single crystal 
substrate, which causes the deposited layers to conform to a desired crystal structure.  
This process allows for permanent strain to be added to the film, or for a specific lattice 
plane to be targeted for growth.  The samples used for experiments described herein were 
grown on SrTiO3 (STO), which is widely available in a stable single crystal <100> 
format.  Undoped STO is an insulating perovskite, while the Nb doped variant used is an 
n-type semiconductor. 
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3-3. Tube Furnace 
Post-growth annealing of samples was required to restore oxygen to the as-grown 
films, allowing conductivity to return to near-intrinsic levels.  The samples were cleaned 
to remove the silver paint and ambient contaminants, then placed in a quartz tube and 
heated to 675 °C.  The samples remained at this temperature for three hours with pure 
oxygen flowing through the tube.  Subsequently, the temperature was lowered to 200 °C 
and the oxygen flow was replaced by a dilute ozone mixture (O3/O2).  The ozone flow 
continued at elevated temperature for an hour and as the temperature was lowered to 
ambient.  After oxygen purged the ambient ozone in the tube, the samples were removed 
and showed conductive behavior when contacted by an ohmmeter.      
3-4. Contact Application 
For this study, many of the common methods used to deposit metallic contacts 
were not available.  Photolithography is the most widely used method by which contacts 
are designed in well defined shapes at properly defined intervals, while sputtering or 
chemical vapor deposition provide contacts with excellent adhesion.  The measurements 
outlined above are clearly more accurate and far simpler when using these high-end 
manufacturing processes.  Without access to these processes, the material choice and 
deposition techniques were adapted to suit available equipment.   
Resistance measurements were made with conductive silver paint as the contact 
material, which is standard for many experimental measurements.  The most apparent 
challenge while using the silver paint is the difficulty in properly drawing the rectangular 
contacts at precise intervals.  In order to correct this issue, a stencil mask was designed 
and fabricated to provide far greater accuracy than would be possible otherwise (Figure 
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10).  This stencil was laser-cut from a Teflon sheet to ensure it was capable of 
withstanding higher temperatures if used in pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) and thermal or 
electron beam evaporation.   
 
 
 
 
 Figure 10: The stencil design created in PTC Creo (left, dimensions in inches,) and final product 
of laser cutting (right). 
 
 
 
The stencil enabled straight, parallel contacts to be created with ease for any of 
these methods.  The next challenge was to manually attach silver wire electrodes with 
silver paint, but without exceeding the boundaries of the painted rectangles.  Due to the 
extremely small nature of the contacts, this was a difficult task.  The majority of trials 
resulted in a slight expansion of the contact area, and occasionally misshapen contacts 
(Figure 11).   
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Figure 11: Close up the imperfect contacts on sample JD12 mounted on a Quantum Design PPMS 
puck.  Contacts and probe wires are silver. 
 
 
 
The distance and contact area measurements were taken with the software 
“ImageJ,” which makes these small scale measurements very simple.  Contact area and 
point-to-point transmission length can be properly accounted for, despite the imperfect 
state of the contacts.  Due to the requirements of the methodology, the expansion does 
more to facilitate the variable-gap method than anticipated.  However, the mismatch of 
contact areas poses a larger challenge when using equation (10), where the RC is assumed 
to be the same for both contacts.  This is not possible if there is a difference in contact 
area, so the calculation provides an average RC for each of the contacts involved.  This 
issue was compensated for by averaging the results related to each contact, providing an 
adjusted estimate.  The irregular shape of the contacts is also a concern because one 
point-to-point measurement does not uniformly describe the transmission length across 
the entire sample.  This factor increased the chance of error in final results by a small 
amount, but not by enough to affect the trend lines fitted to data from multiple trials.    
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3-5. Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) and EverCool-II 
The Quantum Design PPMS electronics allow for a programmed series of 
automated measurements to be taken from an attached sample.  These tests include, but 
are not limited to, resistivity and electronic transport, heat capacity, and magnetometry 
measurements.  The system is compatible with a range of software programming 
packages, but in this case was specifically used with a LabVIEW graphical user interface 
(GUI). The PPMS allows for user control over measurement parameters.  The chamber 
allows for a number of external conditions to be set.  A magnetic field can be applied, 
and temperature to be regulated from 1.9 – 400 K [31].   
The PPMS is operated by wiring a sample to the system’s specialized sample 
puck.  This puck is then lowered into the vacuum chamber and seated into a keyed 
connector that ensures proper installment (Figure 12).  Once the chamber is resealed and 
purged, the temperature and source current ranges are entered into a specialized 
LabVIEW GUI.  The system uses a helium-compressor to achieve the lower temperatures 
as dictated by the user [32], and takes resistance measurements when the temperature has 
stabilized.    Once the measurements are finished, the chamber is brought to room 
temperature, vented, and sample is then removed. 
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Figure 12:  Diagram of PPMS/ EverCool-II vacuum chamber and sample connections [31] 
 
 
 
  This study being primarily concerned with electronic transport, the PPMS was 
used to control the sample environment, including temperature and pressure, while I-V 
curves were generated at each temperature step.  The resulting resistance measurements 
provided the raw data used in equation (7) as previously described.  The resistance of the 
metal contacts decreases with temperature, while the resistance of the sample will 
increase as temperature decreases.  Gathering resistance data for a range of temperatures 
provides data with which to calculate specific contact resistances, and hence specific 
contact resistivities.   
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3-6. Current Source and Measurements 
For distinct I-V curves to be generated at low currents, a Keithley 6220 Precision 
Current Source and a Keithley 21821A Nanovoltmeter were used instead of the PPMS 
electronics.  For R vs. T measurements, the PPMS and Keithley electronics work in 
concert, controlled by the LabVIEW GUI.  The software modulates the current to 
measure resistance at the temperature range enabled by the PPMS.  When not used in 
conjunction with the GUI and the PPMS, the Keithley units provide accurate data for 
quick room temperature measurements.   The source current and voltage readings are 
wired through a connection block that contains ports for each of the puck’s leads. 
3-7. Resistance versus Resistivity 
The resistance (R) of a system is a measure of the potential voltage (V) drop that 
occurs in electrical systems for a given current (I) flow.  It is one of the fundamental 
parameters that influence the theory, design, and use of electrical devices.  The resistance 
of a system was first mathematically defined as  
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠
𝑂ℎ𝑚𝑠
   ,    𝑜𝑟, 𝐼 = 𝑉
𝑅
 .                                   (4) 
This relationship is known as Ohm’s Law, in honor of the mathematician who first 
proposed it in 1827, Georg Ohm [33].  This relationship simply rearranges to  
𝑅 = 𝑉
𝐼
  .                                                             (5) 
This means that total resistance can be defined as the apparent electromotive force 
(Volts) divided by the current (Amps) applied.  However, total resistance is a summation 
of all individual resistance sources in the system, resulting from potential drops across 
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material junctions, physical interconnects, and is influenced by the geometry of the 
material components themselves.  
The resistance contributed by a material can be reduced to a parameter that is 
independent of geometry.  Resistivity (ρ) is the name given to this material property, and 
in SI units it is measured as Ohm-meters (Ω∙m).    This property relates to resistance in 
the following manner: 
𝜌 = 𝑅 𝐴
ℓ
= 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
 ,                               (6) 
where A is cross-sectional area and l is the length of the sample.  Resistivity is a 
temperature dependent material property, requiring temperature controlled studies of 
materials in order to obtain useful data comparisons [34].   
3-8. Specific Contact Resistance versus Specific Contact Resistivity 
When summing the resistances of a system, there are several factors to be considered.  
Specific contact resistance is a concept that describes an apparent series resistance that 
exists at the junction between a bulk material and an attached contact.  When a high 
specific contact resistance is observed at low voltage and current, then abruptly switches 
to a low resistance regime as current increases, the contact is considered a rectifying 
junction.  In cases where a low and constant specific contact resistance is observed across 
all currents, the material is considered to be a good Ohmic contact.  However, this 
property can change under certain conditions, suggesting that certain material systems 
function better for different designs and operating conditions than others.  In 
semiconductors, this effect is highly related to both thermionic emission and dopant 
concentration, with each consideration dominating the behavior in different ranges [35].      
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In this thesis, the magnitude and temperature dependence of specific contact 
resistivity was documented.  Similarly, the effect of stoichiometry was investigated.  The 
experiments were performed on epitaxial thin films, so all calculations have been based 
on that geometry.  A simple mathematical model for resistance in thin film materials is  
𝑅𝑇 = 𝑅𝐶1 + 𝑅𝐶2 + 𝑅𝑠𝑝 + 𝑅𝑝  ,                                                  (7) 
where RT is the total resistance, RC1,2 are the resistances of the contacts, Rsp is the 
spreading resistance of the current moving through the film, and Rp is the resistance of 
the probes.  Spreading resistance is a function of sheet resistance and sample geometry 
and is defined as  
𝑅𝑠𝑝 = 𝑅𝑠ℎ ∗ 𝑑𝑊  ,                                                               (8) 
where Rsh is the sheet resistance, a material property of the film, d is the distance between 
contacts, also known as transfer length, and W is the width of the sample parallel to the 
contacts.  By controlling the area and composition of the contacts, RC1 and RC2 may be 
combined into 2RC.  For this model to be applicable, the sheet resistance is assumed to be 
consistent throughout the sample. Lastly, the probe resistance is reduced to a negligible 
factor by choosing highly conductive contact and lead materials.  These assumptions 
allow the model in equation (7) to be reduced to  
𝑅𝑇 = �𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑊 � ∗ 𝑑 + 2𝑅𝐶    .                                              [36] (9) 
Equation (9) describes a linear relationship between distance and total resistance, with the 
y-intercept being equal to 2Rc.  This relationship allows for experimental data to be 
plotted as total resistance (RT) as a function of transmission length (d) and to be easily 
interpreted.  Plotting experimental data further simplifies the calculation of specific 
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contact resistance by allowing for the removal of the term �𝑅𝑠ℎ
𝑊
� by comparing two data 
points on the same line.  By rearranging equation (9) and using the assumption that the 
slope and intercept are consistent between data points,  
𝑅𝑇 − 2𝑅𝐶
𝑑
= �𝑅𝑠ℎ
𝑊
�, 
𝑅𝑇1 − 2𝑅𝐶
𝑑1
= 𝑅𝑇2 − 2𝑅𝐶
𝑑2
, 
𝑑2(𝑅𝑇1 − 2𝑅𝐶) = 𝑑1(𝑅𝑇2 − 2𝑅𝐶), 
𝑅𝐶(2)(𝑑1 − 𝑑2) = 𝑑1𝑅𝑇2 − 𝑑2𝑅𝑇1, 
𝑅𝐶 = 𝑑1𝑅𝑇2−𝑑2𝑅𝑇1(2)(𝑑1−𝑑2)                                                  [36](10) 
The specific contact resistance described in equations (7), (9), and (10) is an 
entirely different measurement compared to typical material resistance.  The interfaces 
between materials often carry their own properties.  As such, this term is generally 
calculated by measuring the other values present in equation (10).  As described by 
Henisch, measured interfacial resistance can be explained theoretically in three different 
ways [37]:  a) the semiconductor and the metal have different thermionic work functions, 
b) the semiconductor is covered by a different surface state, or c) a thin layer or phase has 
arisen in the layer between the contact and material.  RC is a barrier that originates from 
any combination of three causes.  Generally speaking, a new phase is rarely observed 
between the contact and thin film, so this last case largely refers to a region of charge 
build up, and is called an artificial barrier layer. 
The contact interface of metal and semiconductor materials is measured as 
specific contact resistivity (ρc), and describes the resistive behavior of the respective 
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material layers directly above and below a contact interface [36].  As such, traditional 
resistivity fails to describe some aspects of this junction.  First, this causes specific 
contact resistivity to have a negligible length, which would cause equation (6) to become 
indeterminate.  Second, specific contact resistivity is a descriptor of the interface as 
manufactured, not a material property.  The specific materials present in the 
semiconductor- metal junction, as well as the deposition conditions, can present entirely 
new behaviors and properties.  These effects are caused by any combination of 
directional bias from one material to the other, areas where charge can build up [38], 
temperature dependence [39], or other unforeseen electronic phenomena.  These 
differences require specific contact resistivity to be defined as an independent parameter.  
As such, the SI units used change to Ohm-square meters (Ω∙m2,) typically reported as 
Ohm-square centimeters (Ω∙cm2,) and equation (6) is altered to 
𝜌𝑐 = 𝑅𝑐𝐴 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡.                             (11) 
3-9. Measuring Contact Resistance 
Several methods have been used to determine contact resistance, and hence 
specific contact resistivity.  The earliest method was the “two-contact two-terminal 
method,” which relies heavily upon precise application of contacts, and accurate 
mathematical modeling of the spreading resistance.  The contact data may be corrupted 
by effects in the material’s bulk.  As such, there is a large potential for error in this 
calculation, leading to the development of more robust methods [36].  The two other 
techniques most relevant to this study are the Ladder method, also known as the 
transmission line method, and the variable-gap method, also referred to as “multiple-
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contact two-terminal method.”  As shown by Mak et al., these tests each have their own 
benefits and problems [40].  
The variable-gap method greatly simplifies the measurement of contact resistance 
by comparing total measured resistance and subsequently eliminating sheet resistance and 
transfer lengths to produce only a value for RC.  The experimental set-up requires 
creating identically sized rectangular metal contacts on a semiconductor, with different 
spacing between each of the contact islands.  The wide contacts attempt to capture any 
stray lateral currents that could otherwise miss smaller contact islands or travel longer 
transmission lengths due to following an arc shaped path from top or bottom of the initial 
contact to the corresponding location on the final contact.  In theory, this geometry 
ensures that the total resistance measurement for each transfer length will be fixed, 
allowing a portion of the resistance to be linked to a measurable length, as shown in 
Figure 13.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As previously shown by the derivation of equation (10), this experiment provides 
all the needed data to properly calculate specific contact resistance as the result of direct 
measurement.  Multiple combinations of measurements can be made.  Changes in film 
Figure 13: Diagram of the variable-gap method showing different transfer lengths. 
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quality or composition can still cause fluctuations within the now eliminated Rsh term, but 
any error associated with imperfections will be retained and reported in the contact 
resistance term.  Carver et al. have reported that this aggregation and inclusion of 
miscellaneous defects has historically led to slightly inflated RC estimates, but admit both 
the immense difficulty inherent in these measurements, and the prohibitive complexity in 
properly modeling the physical system.  Due to these complications, the majority of 
published RC data is expected to be partially flawed [41].   
The ladder technique consists of multiple contacts placed equidistant from each 
other along the surface of a film.  The outermost contacts are connected to a source 
current, and each intermediate contact provides a new length scale for measuring change 
in voltage.  Although this method was not used in this thesis, complications of the ladder 
method are relevant to the measurements made.  Mak et al. investigated the difference 
between assumptions of the “uncontacted material model” and “short circuit model” of 
calculating transfer length [40].  Proper modeling of the material junctions being studied 
can obviously have a large impact on the reliability of contact resistance calculations, and 
problems can arise in the ladder method based on whether the resistance of the material 
being measured is more or less resistive than the junction and contact material.  The most 
ideal situation occurs if there is no interaction between current and an uncontacted island, 
fully bypassing the contact in question.  This is called the “uncontacted material model,” 
and allows for proper lengths to be measured for non-consecutive contacts, providing a 
more robust number of combinations to be used in calculations.  If the contacts provide 
the path of least resistance, the current will travel through this preferential path.  This is 
considered the “short circuit model.”  In this case, the transfer length is considered much 
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closer to the sum of the involved gaps, rather than the overall measurement between 
contacts.  Figure 14 shows the difference between these two models, and the impact they 
each have on the distance measurement.  The data reported herein appears to be properly 
modeled by the “uncontacted material model,” as it can be approximated mathematically 
without including additional contact resistances.  This consideration is relevant, however, 
if the difference between sheet resistance and specific contact resistance (2RC) becomes 
too narrow.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 14: Graphical depiction of the uncontacted material and short circuit models. [40] 
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Chapter 4: Design of Experiments 
As the experiments primarily studied the effects created by each interface, the 
individual heterojunctions needed to be characterized before understanding the combined 
behavior of a full device.  The contact study determined the electronic behavior between 
each perovskite and silver paint, which identified any possible rectifying behavior that 
could be misleading if the device was only studied in its complete form.   
4-1. Contact Resistance of Silver Paint on Epitaxial L1-xSxFO 
The first stage of experimentation focused on decoupling specific contact 
resistance and specific contact resistivity from total series resistance.  In this experiment, 
silver paint was used to create long rectangular contacts on L1-xSxFO samples through the 
Teflon masks.  The samples used were mixed lanthanum ferrite (LFO) and strontium 
ferrite (SFO) in 3 target stoichiometries, L1-xSxFO, where x ≈ 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75.  Each 
sample was grown by MBE on single crystal <100> STO substrates.  Total resistance was 
calculated over varying transmission lengths and used to calculate specific contact 
resistance (RC, reported in Ω,) which was then reduced to specific contact resistivity (ρc).  
This conversion is accomplished by multiplying the calculated RC values by the contact 
area to provide ρc in Ω∙cm2.  Specific contact resistivity is an experimental measure of the 
resistive properties of a specific material heterojunction, which is then scalable according 
to the contact area of similar contacts in subsequent experiments.  This data allowed for 
the series resistance due to the L1-xSxFO / Ag resistance to be determined and removed 
from later experiments, but also provided insight into the perovskite / metal 
heterojunction. 
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4-2. Contact Resistance of Silver Paint on Niobium-doped STO 
The second metal / perovskite interface measured in this study was silver paint on 
0.7 weight percent Nb-doped STO (STNO).  Extrinsically doping STO with niobium 
alters the normally insulating substrate and creates an n-type semiconductor.  STNO is 
commercially available as a single crystal substrate, which makes it an attractive option 
with which to create reproducible devices.  However, before using the substrate in a p-n 
junction, it was necessary to account for any effects caused by the STNO/Ag interface.  
This interface was studied on the rough side of the substrate, to match the contact 
configuration used in the final device.   
Particular care was required for these measurements, as literature on the interface 
suggested a resistance switching effect could be produced under certain conditions.  
Ding, et al. reported that the junction could be induced with either a “Schottky-like” or 
Ohmic behavior, using pulses to switch between a high resistance state (HRS) or a low 
resistance state (LRS) [38].  However, the weight percent used in the study by Ding, et al. 
was 0.1%, and the substrates used for experiments described herein have a weight percent 
of 0.7%.  As shown in Table 3, the properties of the substrates can vary with regard to Nb 
wt%, so the presence of resistive switching or any other anomalous behavior arising from 
the use of STNO was unknown before characterization. 
 
 
Table 3: Provided data from commercially manufactured single crystal <100> STNO substrates 
by Nb wt% [42] 
Concentration  
(Nb wt%) 
Resistivity  
(ohm-cm) 
Mobility  
(cm2 / v.s.) 
1.0 0.0035 9.0 
0.7 0.007 8.5 
0.4 0.05 8.5 
0.1 0.08 6.5 
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4-3. Electronic Transport Behavior of STO:Nb / L1-xSxFO  Heterojunctions  
The final phase of this study examines the perovskite / perovskite heterojunction 
of epitaxially grown thin film of L1-xSxFO on a niobium-doped (0.7 wt%) STO substrate.  
L1-xSxFO is a p-type material, with hole doping proportional to strontium substitution for 
lanthanum on the A-site of the perovskite structure.   
 The L1-xSxFO / STNO system is a p-n junction that has been previously measured 
at room temperature.  However, the junction is not fully characterized because existing 
studies report variation in behavior within their own sample sets.  Yamamoto, et al. 
reported an occasional hysteretic effect present in samples [43], with probability of 
occurrence ranging from 40% for x = 0.4 - 0.67, and nearly 80% for x = 0.8.  Figure 15 
shows the group’s results and the comparison between samples with and without the 
presence of hysteresis.  Yamamoto et al. used SrTi0.99Nb0.01O3 substrates, which is 
approximately 0.5 wt% Nb.  The importance of characterizing the L1-xSxFO /Ag and 
STNO / Ag systems previously is therefore apparent.  The range of behaviors present in 
the STNO / L1-xSxFO system requires decoupling of effects from extraneous junctions in 
order to properly characterize the targeted heterojunction to avoid confusion from 
compounded effects.   
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Figure 15: Cumulative |𝐼|-V plot of findings from Yamamoto et al. for La1-xSrxFeO3 / STNO 
samples.  (a) Shows the results without hysteresis, inset shows terminal configuration.  (b) Shows 
the plot of the hysteretic behavior, with arrows showing the sweeping direction [43].   
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Chapter 5: Results 
5-1. Contact Resistance of Silver Paint on Epitaxial L1-xSxFO 
5-1-1. L1-xSxFO (x = 0.75) 
JD12 was the highest percent strontium sample measured in this study (x = 0.75), 
and as a result has the highest intrinsic conductivity of the samples grown on STO.  As 
shown in Figure 16, initial measurements of the Ag/JD12 junction provided I-V curves 
that were nearly linear, showing Ohmic character. The line became slightly curved as 
temperature was decreased, but provided a minimal change in total resistance.  The 
resistance in the sample grew exponentially as temperature decreased. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: JD12 Ag / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.75) I-V measurements between contacts 1 and 2.  
Resistance increases by several orders of magnitude between 300 and 200 K, but the junction 
shows a mostly Ohmic behavior even as resistance increases. 
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However, initial calculations using this data to account for contact resistance 
provided excessively high resistance values and were deemed unphysical.  The scan 
range was increased from ± 1 V to ±10 V.  The Ag / L1-xSxFO samples continued to show 
mostly linear behavior, and became clearly Ohmic behavior as voltage increased.  
However, non-linearity near ± 1 V became more apparent, indicating a higher resistance 
regime as voltage approaches zero, as shown in Figure 17.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 17: Wide range I-V scan of JD12 (x = 0.75) from contacts 1 to 2.  The asymmetric 
behavior indicates that different resistances are encountered depending on bias, as a result of 
directionality of specific contact resistivity and differing sizes for contact areas. 
 
 
 
Additionally, an asymmetry is observed in the plot.   This feature was unexpected, 
but entirely explainable.  As seen in the simple circuit diagram in Figure 18, the system 
being measured is in itself, symmetrical.  The current experiences an identical series  
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Figure 18: Simple circuit diagram representing series resistances in the Ag / L1-xSxFO 
measurements. 
 
 
 
under either bias.  Additionally, the resistances for the silver wires, probes, and bulk L1-
xSxFO can be assumed to be independent of bias.  Under normal circumstances, the 
collective contact resistance of the Ag / L1-xSxFO heterojunctions should also be expected 
to be identical in each direction of current flow.   However, due to the manual application 
of silver paint contacts the area of each contact is unique.  Initially thought to be a 
detriment to the experiment, this difference actually presents an opportunity.   
Equation (10) assumes the contacts are identical, and operate equivalently.  Such 
assumptions are inadequate under these circumstances due to the difference in contact 
areas, and ignore the possibility that there is a difference in specific contact resistance 
due to direction of current flow.  In fact, the experimental setup used effectively hides 
any differences, as the series resistance encountered by the current flow is symmetrical.  
In order to compensate for this possibility, the equation must be expanded to   
𝑅𝑇 = 𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑊 ∗ 𝑑 + 𝑅𝐶,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑅𝐶,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ,                                            (12) 
where “in” signifies electrons flowing from the silver into the L1-xSxFO film, and “out” 
implying the opposite. 
Ag Ag LSFO 
Ag / LSFO 
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Figure 19: Absolute V - absolute I plot for JD12 (x = 0.75), contacts 1 to 2, at 300 K.  The range 
is limited to 5V - 6V in order to target the linear region of the plot. 
 
 
 
The difference in resistance due to bias is perhaps more clearly shown separately 
in Figure 19, which is a plot of the absolute values of voltage versus current.  When the 
plot is limited to the 5 – 6 V range, the difference between positive and negative bias is 
clearly shown, as is the linear agreement.  The total resistance in the sample is a 
summation of each resistor in series, and the linear section indicates that any variable 
resistance is negligible at higher voltages.  The L1-xSxFO film is the highest resistance in 
series, so it is assumed to dominate the resistance in the linear region.  In light of this 
finding, the curvature observed as voltage approaches zero indicates that a higher 
resistance regime in the contact is the dominant force.  When plotted as V-I, the slope in 
Figure 19 is the resistance.  The average of each resistance is used for film resistance at 
each respective temperature.   
Finding the difference between these directions gives a relationship for ρc into the 
film versus the ρc out of the film.  The slope of the line is the resistance of the system,  
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𝑉𝑇  =  𝑉𝐼 ∗ (𝐼) + 𝑉𝑏 = 𝑅 ∗ 𝐼 + 𝑉𝑏 .                                            (13) 
Using the same relationship for total resistance, equation (12),   
𝑅𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 − 𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 = 
�
𝑅𝑠ℎ
𝑊
∗ 𝑑 + 𝑅𝐶,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑅𝐶,𝑜𝑢𝑡�
𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
− �
𝑅𝑠ℎ
𝑊
∗ 𝑑 + 𝑅𝐶,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑅𝐶,𝑜𝑢𝑡�
𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
. 
Since the terms for distance and sheet resistance are the same in each direction, these 
factors can be eliminated, becoming: 
𝑅𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 − 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 = �𝑅𝐶,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑅𝐶,𝑜𝑢𝑡�𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 − �𝑅𝐶,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑅𝐶,𝑜𝑢𝑡�𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 . 
When the areas are known for each contact, Rc can be reduced to ρc: 
𝑅𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 − 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 = �𝜌𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝐴1 + 𝜌𝐶,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐴2 �𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 − �𝜌𝐶,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐴1 + 𝜌𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝐴2 �𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 , 
𝑅𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 − 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 = 𝜌𝐶,𝑖𝑛 � 1𝐴1 − 1𝐴2� − 𝜌𝐶,𝑜𝑢𝑡 � 1𝐴1 − 1𝐴2�  . 
The difference in ρc between current directions can now be expressed as: 
𝑅𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 − 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒
�
1
𝐴1
−
1
𝐴2
�
= 𝜌𝐶,𝑖𝑛 − 𝜌𝐶,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ∆𝜌𝐶 .                                (14) 
This Δρc shows that the artificial boundary layer between the contact metal and film is 
acting as a diode with a specific directional preference.  Figure 20 shows that Δρc 
increases as either T or x decreases.  Film resistivity shows the same behavior, suggesting 
a direct relationship between film resistivity and Δρc. 
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Figure 20:  Δρc as a function of temperature and strontium content.  There is a proportional 
relationship between film resistance and magnitude of Δρc, indicating that higher resistance films 
increase the non-Ohmic nature of the system. 
 
 
 
The total resistances measured in each direction, at each temperature, are 
collected in Table 4.  The L1-xSxFO film resistance clearly increases as temperature 
decreases, as expected.  However, as the film resistance is expected to be consistent 
regardless of bias, the average of the two resistances at each temperature is used to 
estimate the actual film resistance.  For this sample, the ratio of areas for contact 1 and 
contact 2 is 𝐴1
𝐴2
= 1.102, while the average ratio between positive and negative resistances 
for the same data set is (−)
+
= 1.109, indicating a clear relationship based on contact area.  
The ρc,in and ρc,out values still cannot be directly related using this ratio, but 
proportionality is evident.  Figure 21 to 23 show plots separating film and contact 
resistances at select temperatures.  This was accomplished by subtracting the film 
resistance from RT, and assuming the remaining resistance represents (𝑅𝑐,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑅𝑐,𝑜𝑢𝑡).   
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Table 4:  Slope and intercept of V-I plots (contacts 1 to 2) taken from 5 V to 6 V, where linear 
behavior is observed.   
Temp (K) Bias Resistance (Ω) Average Resistance (Ω) 
300 - 499 
447 
300 + 395 
275 - 610 
571 
275 + 533 
250 - 906 
856 
250 + 807 
225 - 1780 
1728 
225 + 1677 
200 - 5398 
5247 
200 + 5095 
175 - 31900 
31870 
175 + 31830 
 
 
 
   
Figure 21: I-V plot for JD12 (x = 0.75) showing RT (blue line), total RC (green line), and film 
resistance (red line).  Rc represents the total contribution from both contacts.  
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Figure 22: I-V plot for JD12 (x = 0.75), contacts 1 to 2, at 200 K.  The plot also features 
calculated lines for total contact resistance and film resistance.  The calculated film resistance 
appears similar to that of Figure 21, but the difference in y-axis scale reflects the higher resistance 
of the film.  The contact resistance continues to dominate near zero voltage, but is less 
pronounced because of the higher RT of the system.   
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 23: I-V plot for JD12 (x = 0.75), contacts 1 to 2, 175 K.  The film resistance component is 
now as large as the contact resistance near zero volts.  
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As the temperature decreases from 200 K to 175 K, the x = 0.75 film transitions 
to a charge ordered state.  As a result, the film resistance increases to the point where it is 
equal to the high resistance regime observed in Rc, and makes the additional resistance 
from the contacts negligible. 
5-1-2. L1-xSxFO (x = 0.45) 
MS111 has a strontium content of x = 0.45, which places it in the region where 
charge ordering is not observed.  As shown in Table 5, the film resistance is higher at 
room temperature than observed for the x = 0.75 sample at 175 K.  There is a non-
linearity in the I-V plot near 0 V, but the magnitude of the film resistance dominates RT 
over the entire range scanned. Figure 24 shows this effect at 300 K, with RT appearing 
nearly linear while the effect of contact resistance appears to provide only a small offset 
from the estimated film resistance.  However, the actual magnitude of resistance from the 
contacts is on the order of 105 Ω.   
   
 
 
Table 5: Film resistance data for MS111 (x = 0.45) based the slopes of V-I curves from ± 5V to ± 
6V at each respective temperature.   
Temperature (K) Bias Resistance (Ω) Ave. Resistance (Ω) 
300 - 3.87 x 104 
4.01 x 104 
300 + 4.15 x 104 
275 - 9.83 x 104 
9.96 x 104 
275 + 1.01 x 105 
250 - 3.05 x 105 
3.07 x 105 
250 + 3.09 x 105 
225 - 1.21 x 106 
1.21 x 106 
225 + 1.21 x 106 
200 - 6.20 x 106 
6.66 x 106 
200 + 7.11 x 106 
175 - 4.71 x 107 
4.73 x 107 
175 + 4.74 x 107 
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Figure 24: I-V curve for MS111 (x = 0.45) at 300 K.  The resistance of the film is larger for this 
composition than at x = 0.75, which means the contribution from Rc is only a small part of RT. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25: MS111 (x = 0.45) showing extremely insulating behavior at 200 K.  The contribution 
to resistance by the contacts is extremely large (approximately 3 x 104 Ω) in comparison to x = 
0.75, but has a small effect on the resistance of this sample. 
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Figure 26: MS111 (x = 0.45, T = 175K) I-V plot showing dominance of film resistance over 
contact resistance. 
 
 
 
The Ag / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.45) system is clearly dominated by the film resistance, 
preventing the characteristics of the junction from showing on the I-V plot.  As seen in 
Figure 25 and Figure 26, the I-V plot of this system appears Ohmic, despite the large 
contact resistance present.  Another change is apparent when comparing the area ratio 
and average ratio of positive and negative bias is compared.  The contact area ratio 
is 𝐴1
𝐴2
= 0.6878, while the average ratio between positive and negative resistances for the 
same data set is (−)
+
= 0.9608.  The difference between these ratios suggests that either 
the directional nature of the specific contact resistivity is not as pronounced at this 
stoichiometry, or that the film resistance has made the directionality a minor factor.  This 
data shows that the contact resistance has increased dramatically as a function of both 
decreasing strontium content and temperature, but the film resistance has increased by 
much more.  
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5-1-4. L1-xSxFO (x = 0.20) 
MS48 was the film with the lowest strontium content (x = 0.20) measured in this 
study.  As expected, the resistance of the sample was higher at each respective 
temperature than the x = 0.75 and 0.45 samples. The resistances estimated from the linear 
regions of the V-I curve are shown in Table 6.  However, the increase in resistance was 
not as dramatic when reducing x = 0.45 to 0.20 as it had been when x = 0.75 had been 
reduced to 0.45.   
 
 
 
Table 6: Estimated film resistances by temperature and bias for MS48 (x = 0.20.)  The resistance 
is taken from the slope of the linear region of the measured V-I data.   
Temperature (K) Bias Resistance (Ω) Average Resistance (Ω) 
300 - 3.58 x 105 
3.44 x 105 
300 + 3.31 x 105 
275 - 9.22 x 105 
9.29 x 105 
275 + 9.36 x 105 
250 - 3.40 x 106 
3.28 x 106 
250 + 3.16 x 106 
225 - 1.63 x 107 
1.61 x 107 
225 + 1.59 x 107 
200 - 1.07 x 108 
1.06 x 108 
200 + 1.05 x 108 
175 - 1.04 x 109 
1.05 x 109 
175 + 1.05 x 109 
  
 
 
At 175 K, the x = 0.75 sample was in a charge ordered phase, but provided lower 
resistance than that of the x = 0.45 sample at any of temperature.    These characteristics 
imply that the resistivity of L1-xSxFO insulators (x ≤ 0.45) have a larger dependence on 
temperature and smaller dependence on x than films with a higher Sr composition.  I-V 
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plots for MS48 show that at room temperature, the Ag / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.20) junction 
appears to be more non-Ohmic than the other two compositions studied.  Figure 27 shows 
that rectifying behavior is present at ± 1V.  However, the current required to surpass this 
range is very small due to the high film resistance.  The turn-on voltage of the system 
remained consistent as temperature decreased to 200 K.  As seen in Figure 28, this 
rectifying behavior contributes much more to RT for x = 0.20 than previously seen for x = 
0.45.  The film resistance increased by three orders of magnitude during this temperature 
drop, decreasing the current required to exceed ±1V.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 27: MS48 (x = 0.20, T = 300 K) I-V curve.  The rectifying region of the estimated contact 
resistance is very wide, approximately ± 1V, larger than observed in either of the previous 
compositions. 
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Figure 28: MS48 (x = 0.20, T = 200 K) I-V curve.  The resistance increased by three orders of 
magnitude as temperature was decreased from 300 K to 200 K. 
 
 
 
 At T = 175 K, the I-V data did not pass through zero.  As shown in Figure 29, a 
voltage of -1.34 V was measured with current at zero amps.  There are two possible 
explanations for this phenomenon: a thermal voltage, or hysteresis accompanying 
capacitance.  The presence of additional thermal voltage could create a built-in voltage by 
the thermoelectric effect, but should be incremental as temperature decreases.  An 
incremental change was observed in other measurements on the highly resistive films in 
this study, but not in this particular data set.  Due to its spontaneous occurrence in this 
data set, charge trapping is assumed to be the cause.  The presence of a capacitance due 
to injection of minority carriers forced into the space charge region is possible in 
materials with low mobility, and occurs when carriers travelling through the material 
must spontaneously change direction.  The slow diffusion of charge carriers causes a 
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build-up, called minority carrier storage [44], and the release of these extra carriers 
temporarily increases the current flow.  The capacitive effect was not measured in these 
experiments.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 29: MS48 (x = 0.20, T = 175 K) I-V curve.  When the temperature decreased the I-V curve 
shifted to away from the intersection of the axes.  It was assumed that this was due to the 
appearance of a thermal voltage, shifting the plot towards the negative bias.  The plot was 
corrected by moving all the data points by subtracting the offset, which shifted the plot to the 
horizontally to the right.  
 
 
 
The I-V curves show a significant amount of noise, which is likely due to the high 
resistance of the film and the nanoamp source current used.  Very small current steps 
increased the voltage measured by large increments, and the LabView program averaged 
results from five measurements per step.  A large deviation in any set of measurements 
could provide a shift of the resulting data point.  The voltmeter is extremely sensitive, 
however, and the LabView program only reported a standard deviation for each voltage 
reading for the x = 0.20, 175 K scan is on the order of ± 0.02 volts.  The I-V curve does 
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not show any rectifying behavior at this temperature, but adds an additional high 
resistance region in quadrant I.  This feature may be the rectifying region offset by other 
contributing phenomena, but there is not enough substantive information to warrant 
relocating that region to the origin.   
The contact area ratio is 𝐴1
𝐴2
= 0.72, while the average ratio between positive and 
negative resistances for the same data set (at 300 K) is (−)
+
= 0.972.  The ratio of 
resistances is nearing unity, but the area ratio is not.  This indicates that the film 
resistance is so large that differences due to contact area and bias are only a small 
consideration at this stoichiometry.  
5-1-5. Specific Contact Resistivity of Ag / L1-xSxFO as a Function of Temperature 
As shown in Figure 30, previous work has characterized the resistivity of bulk L1-
xSxFO across a wide range of compositions and temperatures.  The abrupt change 
associated with resistivity of x = 0.65, 0.62, 0.52, 0.49 around 200 K is considered to be a 
result of charge ordering (CO) [25].   
In the CO state, electrons that were mobile order into a set pattern according to 
ionic charge in the bulk lattice.   As shown in Figure 31, the CO transition occurs at the 
same temperatures as the antiferromagnetic transition [45].  The CO phase localizes 
carries, thus preventing metallic conduction.  
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Figure 30: Resistivity of L1-xSxFO films at various compositions as a function of temperature. 
Figure reproduced from Ref. [25]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 31: Comparative plot of resistivity, magnetization, and spontaneous magnetization for 
1/3S2/3FO, which shows a correlation between the abrupt change in resistivity and 
antiferromagnetic spin ordering.  Charge order transition temperature (TCO) and critical 
temperature for antiferromagnetic phase transition (TN) are equal. Figure reproduced from Ref. 
[45]. 
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The high resistance by the film obscures the behavior of the contacts, but 
subtracting the film resistance from RT in experimental measurements provides a better 
picture.  The total RC resulting from a combination of ρc,in and ρc,out also shows a 
temperature dependence, increasing in resistance proportional to temperature.  The 
artificial boundary layer (ABL) responsible for the contact resistance is, in theory, an 
infinitesimally thin layer comprised of the material on each side of the junction.  This 
means that while the ABL is expected to have its own behavior, it is clearly affected by 
the properties of its constituents. 
5-1-6. Discussion of Results for the Ag / L1-xSxFO Heterojunction 
The inherent challenge of engineering is concisely capturing all the factors 
governing a system.  After a system is concisely expressed mathematically, effective 
design becomes simple.  In terms of the Ag / L1-xSxFO system, the challenge is to 
describe specific contact resistivity in terms of both composition and temperature 
dependence.  Succeeding in this task would allow for more accurate characterization of 
independent junctions in complex devices.  The MIT behavior required for effectively 
using the Ag / L1-xSxFO junction for additional functionality in transistors is not apparent 
from the study up to this point, but the findings were used to explore the more complex 
devices discussed later.   
The specific contact resistivity of any heterojunction is generally governed by the 
barrier height required to pass a charge carrier from one material to another.  Therefore, 
any increase in ρc is expected to be a function of the increase in barrier height associated 
with the electron transfer from the metal contacts into the L1-xSxFO.  The symmetric 
nature of the series resistance would typically ensure that the same result is seen 
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regardless of the direction of current flow.  The symmetric nature of the study poses 
problems because two separate barrier heights should exist in the series, one lower for 
perovskite to metal and another higher for metal to perovskite.  No mathematical 
separation exists in the accepted methods used herein.  The results discussed in this 
section show a directional preference due to asymmetry in contact areas.  This means 
there is indeed a difference in ρc depending on current direction, and that the ρc 
determined above is therefore an average of two independent parameters.  This will cause 
additional error to be present in further calculations until the specific contact resistivities 
can be resolved by direction. 
5-2. Contact Resistance of Silver Paint on Nb-doped SrTiO3 (STNO) 
The junction between silver paint and STNO was measured using contacts drawn on 
the back of a substrate to simulate the final contact resistance in the full Ag / STNO / L1-
xSxFO / Ag system.   Over several measurements, the system showed varying states of 
resistivity.  However, the final measurements indicated an artificial boundary layer that 
showed a consistent low RT of approximately 48 Ω at 300 K and decreasing to 
approximately 33 Ω at 175 K.  As seen in Figure 32, the I-V curves were Ohmic. 
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Figure 32: Absolute current vs. voltage plot for silver paint on a clean Nb-doped STO substrate.  
The interface is Ohmic, with a slight decrease in resistance with temperature. 
 
 
 
The low amount of resistance indicated that the contribution of the Ag / STNO 
system to total device resistance would be negligible.  Calculating specific contact 
resistivity measurements on the sample yielded an average ρc of 0.1076 ± 0.027 Ω∙cm2.  
Measured ρc for the STNO substrate is plotted in Figure 33, showing a decreasing trend 
proportional to temperature.   
 
 
 
Figure 33: Specific contact resistivity of silver paint on a clean Nb-doped SrTiO3 substrate versus 
temperature. 
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The “resistive switching” previously discussed was not observed in these 
experiments, but the low resistance state was achieved using the same methodology 
discussed by Ding, et al. [38].  As previously mentioned, the substrate proved difficult to 
measure due to the presence of a high amount of noise preventing accurate curves from 
being measured.  To stabilize the measurements, a relatively high current (~20 mA) was 
driven through the sample for a short period of time.  These measurements were added as 
a response to the resistive switching study, which claimed that the HRS and LRS states 
could be achieved by alternating bias.  The measurements herein further solidified the 
findings of the low resistance study, and did not confirm any resistive switching effects.  
However, the Nb content of this substrate was 0.7 wt%, while those used in the study by 
Ding et al. were 0.1 wt%.  The difference in dopant concentration likely influenced the 
findings, as the substrates used in this study are much less resistive (about an order of 
magnitude) than those used in the resistive switching experiment.   
5-3. Heterojunction behavior of the Ag/STNO/ L1-xSxFO /Ag system 
The final effort of this study examines the behavior of the perovskite / perovskite 
heterojunction.  This was prepared by depositing an L1-xSxFO thin film (approximately 
100 unit cells thick) on a single crystal substrate of <100> SrTiO3 electron-doped with 
0.7 wt% Nb. This structure is a p-n junction, with the majority carriers in L1-xSxFO being 
holes and the majority carriers in STNO being electrons.  The system was configured for 
through-measurements, requiring a silver paint contact to be applied to both the LSFO 
film and the STNO substrate (shown in Figure 34).  As the thickness of the film is very 
small (~40 nm), it is assumed that the majority of the resistance measured was a product 
of the series of heterojunctions.   
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The specific contact resistivity of the Ag / STNO system was negligible in 
comparison to the Ag / L1-xSxFO system.  This means the most important task is 
discerning whether any observed rectifying behavior is a result of the Ag / L1-xSxFO 
contact, or is a result of the L1-xSxFO / STNO heterojunction.   Measurements were 
impacted by an apparent capacitance or charging effect.  Full current sweeps from 
negative to positive bias (Figure 35) showed artificially low resistance when the current 
switched direction without being allowed to discharge.  This initially caused several 
unphysical measurements were to be collected.  The issue was resolved by separately 
measuring positive and negative biases to prevent charge trapping. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34: Contact configuration for all STNO/ L1-xSxFO measurements.  The convention 
"forward" means negative lead to positive lead, and "reverse" refers to the opposite. 
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Figure 35: Full scan (positive and negative bias in same sweep) for x = 0.75 showing the 
difference between a forward and negative sweep.  The forward sweep shows an increased 
resistance for current flowing into the STNO substrate, and the reverse sweep shows a decreased 
resistance for current flowing into the L1-xSxFO film due to charge trapping. 
 
 
 
5-3-1. Heterojunction behavior of the Ag/STNO/ L1-xSxFO /Ag system (x = 0.75) 
The x = 0.75 film provided a degree of similarity in the |𝐼|-V plot (without 
hysteresis) with Yamamoto et al. [43] (previously shown in Figure 15).  The data from 
this study, shown in Figure 36, flips the current bias from the study by Yamamoto, et al., 
but the results are visually comparable by simply mirroring the plot.   The film is thin 
enough that film resistance does not increase the total resistance.  On the negative bias 
side of the plot, resistance slightly increases inversely proportional to temperature.  
However, when positive bias is applied, the structure becomes more conductive as 
temperature decreases.  Additionally, shift in turn-on voltage and resistance is observed 
between 200 K and 175 K, which is attributed to the CO phase transition.  The 175 K 
data shows a wider Schottky bias, but an overall lower resistance. 
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Figure 36: |𝐼|-V curve for AK91a, STNO / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.75).  Composite of positive and 
negative bias scans, as opposed to full sweep from negative to positive.  The sample becomes 
more rectifying as temperature decreases.  Additionally, the forward bias resistance of the system 
decreases as temperature increases, which is counter to the behavior of the Ag / L1-xSxFO system. 
 
 
 
When the extrapolated Ag / L1-xSxFO junction behavior (positive bias and 
negative bias) is overlaid on the experimental data, several elements stand out (Figure 
37).  First, the effect of the STNO resistance is negligible, following the y-axis as 
expected.  This line will be omitted from subsequent plots.  Second, the data from the Ag 
/ L1-xSxFO contacts overshoot the total resistance while in the high resistance regime.  
This is mostly due to the inability to separately quantify ρc,in and ρc,out for the system.  
The result was an averaged ρc value, which would skew the extrapolation.  This explains 
the excessive value for ρc,out, but should further exacerbate the difference for ρc,in.  In 
order to fully solve the series resistances contributing to the system, further separation of 
directional specific contact resistance is required.  As a result of this overshoot, it appears 
that the rectifying region near zero volts appears to be entirely attributed to the Ag / L1-
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xSxFO contacts.  From the plot, this type of analysis appears to be useful, but will almost 
certainly require the comparative films to be from the same film growth.  A study of 
concurrently grown films, with one grown on STO and another on STNO, is suggested 
for future work in this area.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 37: AK91a STNO / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.75, 300 K) scan with extrapolated Ag / L1-xSxFO (x = 
0.75) contacts overlaid.  The contact lines overshoot the device's data at low voltages.  The 
indication is that the majority, if not entirety, of the non-linearity observed in the p-n junction can 
be attributed to the Ag / L1-xSxFO contacts. 
 
 
 
5-3-2. Heterojunction behavior of the Ag/STNO/ L1-xSxFO /Ag system (x = 0.50) 
The x = 0.50 L1-xSxFO / STNO system does not show the abrupt change in turn-
on voltage between 200 K and 175 K that is observed in the x = 0.75 sample, but it does 
appear to reach the same current limiting behavior.  As shown in Figure 38, the current 
limiting behavior appears in each I-V plot as a plateau, but indicates an increasing 
resistance.  In a diode, this regime denotes transition from exponentially increasing 
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current to linear series resistance.  There is an apparent directionality to the system.  The 
series resistance from the Ag / L1-xSxFO junction contributes to the directionality.  The 
Ag / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.45) sample showed a smaller difference between current flow 
directions, but the high film resistance dominated the measurements.  In this device, the 
thickness of the film is orders of magnitude less than the transmission distance of the Ag / 
L1-xSxFO measurements.  This fact means that the directionality of the Ag / L1-xSxFO 
contact will play a much bigger role in this system.  Also in agreement with the Ag / L1-
xSxFO (x = 0.45) measurements, the device has a low turn-on voltage.  This structure 
provides a zero- or low-bias Schottky junction.   
 
 
 
Figure 38: I-V curve for AC44, STNO / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.50).  Left: Log scale, Right: linear.  The 
plot is a composite of both forward and reverse scans.  The resistance of the junction decreases 
with temperature, but only by a small amount. However, at low temperatures, the negatively 
biased scan (current flowing from L1-xSxFO to STNO) shows a region of increased resistance 
before transitioning to a lower resistance state. 
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5-3-3. Heterojunction behavior of the Ag/STNO/ L1-xSxFO /Ag system (x = 0.25) 
The resistance of the STNO / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.25) continues the trend seen from 
the previous two compositions.  The positive bias resistance is less sensitive to 
temperature, with 300 K ≥ T ≥ 175 K sharing the same curve and I-V range.  However, 
the reverse bias shows (Figure 39) a larger temperature sensitivity as compared to 
previous compositions.  The L1-xSxFO film is an insulator with a stable behavior.  As the 
Ag / STNO showed only a negligible relationship between temperature and specific 
contact resistivity, the changes seen in the negative bias section of the plot would 
reasonably be the combined product of the Ag / L1-xSxFO and L1-xSxFO / STNO 
junctions.  Additionally, the agreement between forward bias scans indicates that the 
resistance in the perovskite / perovskite heterojunction is changing little (if any) with 
respect to temperature.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 39: I-V curve for MS107, L1-xSxFO / STNO (x = 0.25).  Left: log scale, Right: linear.  The 
plots show a consistent resistance throughout the temperature range on the positive bias side, but 
show a much larger temperature dependence on the negative bias side. 
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5-3-4. Analysis and Summary of L1-xSxFO / STNO Heterojunctions 
 Figure 40 shows the measured I-V curves gathered from each device composition.  
In agreement to the measurements reported by Yamamoto et al., the x = 0.75 sample 
showed the highest resistance [43].  This is interesting because the higher Sr content was 
expected to provide higher conductivity than junctions with less strontium.  Unlike the 
study by Yamamoto et al., I observed an expectedly high conductivity in the x = 0.50 
device, despite the same stoichiometry showing a very high resistance when isolated and 
measured independently.   
 
 
 
Figure 40: Combined I-V plot for each of the three compositions at T = 300 K.  Unexpectedly, 
the x = 0.50 data shows a lower resistance and more pronounced rectifying behavior at T = 300 K 
than either of the other compositions. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work 
In this study, electronic conduction of perovskite oxide heterojunctions was 
studied by isolating the individual source of resistances in series.  The behavior of Ag/ L1-
xSxFO (x = 0.75, 0.45, 0.20) junctions was studied, and determined to have rectifying 
properties rather than simple Ohmic character.  This rectifying behavior was most 
prevalent in the x = 0.75 and 0.20 samples, but was absent in the x = 0.45 sample.  More 
importantly, this study provided evidence of a difference in specific contact resistivity for 
the Ag / L1-xSxFO heterojunction based on bias.  Different resistances were measured 
under positive and negative bias when contact area varied and direction of current flow 
switched. 
Additionally, the film resistance and contact resistance increased as temperature 
decreased.  Samples with x ≤ 0.45 showed the greatest dependence of resistance on 
temperature, but a smaller dependence of resistance on strontium content.  The x = 0.75 
sample did not show any change in contact behavior across the charge ordering transition, 
indicating that the contacts provide the same performance whether a perovskite exhibits 
metallic conduction exists or not. 
The contact study of silver paint on a bare niobium-doped SrTiO3 substrate 
revealed minor temperature dependence of specific contact resistivity, but the overall 
conductivity of the junction was high.  This high conductivity prevented the contact 
resistance from factoring into the series resistance of the final device.  Additionally, the 
STNO substrate is expected to have provided a larger area.   
When L1-xSxFO was epitaxially grown on niobium-doped SrTiO3 substrates, a p-n 
junction was created.  These devices consisted of silver paint contacts on either side of an 
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STNO / L1-xSxFO (x = 0.75, 0.50, 0.25) wafer.    In the full devices, slight directional 
preference was observed in all samples.  The x = 0.50 device showed better conduction 
than either of the other two samples.    
Future work on this system should characterize the contact behaviors of a range of 
metals and Nb-doped STO substrates.  The effects of resistive switching in perovskites 
have become the topic of several studies, with particular interest in applying perovskite 
oxides in RRAM devices [46].  In particular, Yamamoto et al. have published work on 
resistive switching of Al contacts on L1-xSxFO [47], and Ding et al. have reported on the 
resistive switching of Ag / STNO [38].  Expanding this study using a range of metal 
contacts on this system will also confirm or elaborate on the characteristics of the 
perovskite / perovskite heterojunction.   
Additional samples should be generated and measured around the x = 0.50 range 
with the intent of reproducing the diode behavior observed in this study, and determining 
whether the behavior is related to the transition from metallic to insulating behavior as 
governed by stoichiometry.    
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